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Abstrwt. This paper (re) considers ome basic axioms of the theory of EOL forms. Two new kinds 
of interpretations are introduced; they form natural steps in-between ordinary and pure inter- 
pretations. Various properties of those interpretations are proved and several open problem*. 
concerning pure interpretations are solved. In particular certain results are proved which show that 
synchronized EOL forms have a natural place in the theory of EOL forms (independently of their 
role ac, the normal form for EOL systems on language level). 
The theory of L forms constitutes today a quite vigorously investigated kgment 
of formal language theory (see, e.g., [2, S-71). The theory of L forms tries to capture 
and describe mathematically the notion of similarity between two L systems. In the 
original approach initiated in [S] the notion of similarity is quite rigid as far as the role 
of nonterminal and terminal symbols is concerned. That is, if in the master system a 
symbol is assigned to be a nonterminal (terminal respectively) then all interpretations 
of the symbol must also be nonterminals (terminals respectively). In studying the 
grammatical similarity of L systems one can depart from the basic definition of 
similarity from [S] and strengthen this by imposing extra constraints on the behaviour 
of symbols in the system resulting from the interpretation of the master system. This 
was done for EOL forims in [3] and 181, where the notions of unifor 
cc-interpretations are introduced. Another course is to relax the basic axi 
rigid role of nonterminals and terminals and allow one to in :ret productions of 
the master system first and then on.ly decide on the division o 
into nonterminal and terminal s;ymbols. In EOL forms, this is done in [4], 
is way orle certainly learns a 
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roie that the division of symbols into nonterminal and terminal symbols plays 
in EOE forms. Hravever, it :s also rather clear that, if one wants to study indepen- 
dently the ro?? that nonterminals play in EOL forms and the role t 
play in EOL forms, then the step done in going from ordir! xy interpre- 
tation to pure interpretations is ‘too big’. One can study i=?tergretations 
where the role of terminals is rigid while. nonterminals can give rise to both non- 
idrminal and terminal symbols; such interpretations are called ?errP,Gnal invariant 
(or ti-inkq7retations). 
One can also study interpretations where the role of nonterminals is rigid while 
terininals can give rise to both nonterminal and terminal symbols; such inter- 
pretations are termed nonterminal invariant (OF nti-inter~retaticms). 
In this paper we study ti-invariant and nti-invariant fntcrpretationr of EOL forms 
and contrast hem with the ordinary and pure interpretations of 
The paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 3 we provide grammatical characterizations of G- and nti-inter- 
prctations. That is, for each kind of interpretation we consider, we sjrovide a subclass 
of the crass of EOL systems, such that taking ordinary interpretailons of EOL systems 
in this class yields the family (of language families) identical to taking interpretations 
of the given kind on the class of all EOL forms. It turns out that one can obtain a 
grammatical characterizatiori of r&interpretations which is also a normal form on 
the language level (that is for the class of EOL languages). We also ccjnnpare those 
characterizations with the known grammatical characterization of pure inter- 
pretations. 
In Section 4 we compare the families of langua.ge families obtalned by applying 
ordinary, pure, ti- and r&interpretations to EOL forms. 
In Section 5 we investigate ,;he role of erasing in lZOL forms by restricting ourselves 
to considering only EPOL for Ins under ordinary, pure, ti - and n&interpretations. We 
de.monstrate that for each sort of interpretations we consider the propagating 
restriction is a zeal restriction on the gli=nerating power of EOL forms. Perhaps the 
most significant result of this section is the grammatical characterization of (the 
family of language families generated by) EPOL forms under r&interpretations by 
means of synchronized EOL forms. This certainly shows that synchronized EOL 
forms are very natural tcl’ consider in the theory of EOL forms and even if they were 
not already discoarzred a:\; the norm:!1 form for EOL lariguages they still would enteA 
the theory of EOL forms in this way. We also demonstrate the existence of a 
synchronized EOL form the ordinary language family of which cannot be 
by 2~1 EOL form under pu;*e interpretations. This solves an open 
XI Section 6 the notion of stability IFor pure, ti- and n&interpretations of EOL 
forms is considered and several o rcjblems concerning the F:ability of EOL forms 
under pure interpretations ar 
ess a leteness 
of 
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assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of the theory of 
an OL forms (see, e.g., [9]>. To establish the notation for this paper we ;~call now 
briefly some basic notions of this theory. 
#X denotes the cardinality of X 
e empty word; given a word x, Ix 1 denotes its length und alph x 
denotes the set of letters occurring in x. 
(iii) For a language K, the length set of K, denoted LS(K) is d,efined by LS(K) = 
(1x1 Ix E K}. Two languages Kr, I& are said to be equal if K1 u (:A} = Kz w {A}. Wc 
assume that each class of languages we consider contains the empty language. 
(iv) An EOL scheme G is a triple G = (V, 2, P), where V is an alphabet C c V is 
called the set of terminals, the elements of V\C are called nonterminals, and P is a 
finite set of pairs Ilcu, x) with Q! E V and x E V* such that for each LIY e V at least one 
cuch pair is in P. An element p = (cy, x) of p is called a production and is usually 
written as cy + x. a! -+ x is called an cu-production and the fact that CY + x belongs to P is 
often abbreviated as Q! +px. 
If in each production of G the right-hand side differs from A, then we say that G is 
a propagatirog EOL scheme abbreviated as EPOL scheme. We also define minr(G) = 
min{lxI 1 Q! *p x} and maxr(G) = max{jxi ) a! +p x}. 
G is said to be short if maxr(G) < 2. G is called binary if 
(1) ar +px with cy E V\Z implies that either x E V or x = AB with A,, B E V\C or 
x = 11, and 
(2) a! +px with cy c C implies x E V\C, 
(v) Let G = (V, 2, P> be an EOL scheme and let n Z= 1. For words x = cy 1~~2 l l l CY,~ 
with CY~ e V for 1 s i s ~1 and y = yly2 9 9 l y, with yi E V* for 1 s is n we write 
x 3,~ y if Lyi +p Yi for 1 <i 6 n. we write x &x for every x f V* and, for n 3 
1, x =$z y if for some z E v”, x+G z *E-1 y. ?%k write x =$ y (respectively 
x +% y ) if x +& y for some t > 0 (t 2 0 respectively). To avoid cumbersome notation 
we will often write =+ =$, a* and a’ rather t.han +G, =&, *$ and =% 
respectively, whenever G is understood from the context 
(vi) Let G = (V, Z, p) be an EOL scheme. A derivation in G is a sequence of words 
(x0, x1, l * ’ 9 x,,), n 3 1 such that x0 ==$G x1, x1 =$G x2,. . l , x,--l *G x,,, together with 
a precise description of how all the occurrences 1x-r xi are rewritten to obtain 
Xi+l,04isn - 1. Such a description can be formalized (see, e.g., [9]). We depict a 
derivation D by D ; x0 ==$G x1 3, l n l +G x,,. 
Each occurrence of a letter in (every word from ‘[x0, l . l , X,*-I} has a uni 
contribution to x,, through D; if cz! is an occurrence of a letter in xi, 0 s i c n - 1, t 
we use ctrDsXia to denote this contribution. 
(vii) An EOL system G is a 4 tuple G = (V, 2, P, S), wher 
scheme and S e V\Z; S is called the axiom cf 6. The language 
1 S +* x}. In the sequel 
e-I I.3 
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and lower case letters terminals The axiom will be S unless stated otherwise. An 
EOL system is said to be synchronized (abbreviated sEOL system) if for every 
CY E 2, Q! =+fG x implies x& 2Z*. 
A OL system G is a triple li = ( V, P, (0) such that ( V, V, P) is an EC ?, scheme and 
w E V’; w is called the axiom of G. The language of G, denoted E (G P is defined by 
L(G)={xEV*IwJ”#). 
Derivations in an EOL or a OL system are defined as in (vi) but with ~0 equal to the 
(axiom of the system. Furthermore the terminology and notation concerning EOL 
schemes is carried over to EOL and ;3L systems. For unexplaine 
notations we refer to [9]. 
(viii) A substitution T defined on some alphabet A is called a a’fbsubstitution 
(disjoint finite letter-substitution) if I is a finite set of symbols for each LY E A and 
r(~)nr(/3)=0fora!#P,cu,@A. 
For a dfl-substitution r and a set of productions P, we define 
An EOL form is just an EOL system. We mostly use the name ‘f2rm’ to indicate that 
INe consider properties on the level of language families whereas the name ‘system’ 
will be used whenever we consider properties on the language level. 
To associate with an EOL form the family of grammatically similar systems various 
mechanisms, called interpretation mechanisms, were considered in t&2 literature. 
Among those the (ordinary) interpretation mechanism (see [5]) and the pure 
interpretation mechanism (see [4]) differ from each other in their treatment of 
terminals and nonterminals. Whereas in the ordinary interpretation mechanism the 
roles of nonterminal and terminal symbols are fixed (that is nonterminals must be 
interpreted as nonterminals only and terminals must be interpreted as terminals), in 
the pure interpretation mechanism the division of symbols into terminals and 
nonterminals in the ‘daughter’ EOL system is done independently of the division of 
symbols into terminals and nonterminals in the ‘mother’ EOL system. The different 
properties of language families obtained by ordinary interpretations of EOL forms on 
the one hand and language families obtained by pure interpretations of EOL forms on 
the other hand shed some light on the role nonterminals and te*minals play in the 
EOL forms. A natural observation at this point is that pe haps a jump from 
ordina,*y interpretations to pure interpretations is too big: from a totally rigid 
behaviour of lermi als and nontesminals we proceed to a totally ‘loose’ behaviour of 
them. In this way we learn about the role the division into terminal and nonterminal 
symbols plays, rat er than separately about the role that nonterminals play and the 
at terminals play in the theory of EOL forms. To learn about this latter aspect 
one hand interpretations 
terminals may yield both 
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Let F = (V, 2, P, S) be an EOL form. Let g be a &substitution on k/ 
‘, P’, S’) be an EOL system such that 
(1) F’ is called a pure ;??!erpretation of F (modulo p), abbreviated as F’ a,., F(g) if 
for every cy E V, g(a) c V’. 
(2) AC’ is called a terminal invariant interpretation of F (modulo p), abbreviated as 
F’ qti F(p) if for every cy ~&~(ar)c2’andforeverycu~ V\Z,p(~y)c V’. 
(3) F’ is called a nonterminal invariant interpretatton ofF (modulo&, abbreviated 
as F’ d,,i F (p) if for every Q! E V\Z; I ,C V’\Z’ and for every ca! E2, p (cy) c V’. 
(4) F’ is called an interpretation of F (modulo p), abbreviated as F’ 4 F (JA) if for 
every cy E V\Z, g (a) c V’\J? and for ey*ery a! E 2, pc (a,) c C’. 
In the sequel we will often abbrcreqiate phrases ‘pure interpretations’ ‘terminal 
invariant interpretations’ and ‘nonterminal invariant interpretations’ as ‘p-inter- 
pretations’, ‘ti-interpretations’ and ‘nti-interpretations’ respectively. 
By carrying over the standard terminology and not=ititsn fro,= the theory of 
(ordinary interpretations of) EOL forms we get the following. 
Let JF be an EOL form and ler x denote pither p? ti, nti or the empty word. 
Then ‘S&(F) denotes the x-grammatical family of F and is defined by 9&(F) = 
(F’ 1 F’ Q, F}. 
Sfx(F) denotes the x-(language) family generated by F and is defined by Z&(F) = 
{L(F’)I F’-q F}. 
Two EOL forms k1 and F2 are termed to be x-form equivalent if TX (F1) = LCx (I;;). 
Let % be a subclass of the class of all EOL forms. Then we define the quadratic 
x-language family of ‘le, denoted as 2’: (%‘), by 9: (9) = (Sx (F) 13 E (3’“). In case 
59 = F& (F) for some EOL form, we usually write .9:(F) instead of .&.%7). Thus 
9:(F) = {cYx(F’) 1 F” Q, F} and we say that Y’,(F) is the quadratic x-language family 
generated by F. 
We state now several lemmas which follow directly frolm k_le definitions of 
x-interpretations, where x denotes either p, ti, nti or the empty word. 
Let Fbe an EOL form and letx denote either p, ti, nti or the empty word. 
Then F” 4, F’ Q,< F implies F” eX F. In other words the interpretation mechanisms 
considered are transitive. 
.2. Let F be an EOL form. 
(i) F’ B F implies F“ ap F, F’ Q,i F and F’ Q,ti F. 
(ii) F’ Q,,i F implies F’ Q, F. 
(iii) F’ Q,i F implies F’ Q,, F. 
et.Fbe an EOL form and letx, y denote either 13, ti, nti or the empty word. 
Then the following holds : 
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(i) F” QP F, 
(ii) F” Qti F if x, y denote either ti or the empb”y word, 
(iii) F” Q,,i F if x, y denote either nti or the empty word. 
In the above definitions of x-interpretations, x cz @, ti, nti}, a symM that is not 
‘rigid’ can be interpreted by both terminals an nonterminals. e can restrict this 
possibility in the following way. Every symbol that is not rigid will be Interpreted by 
either nonterminala only or terminals only. Such interpretation meek &jnisms, called 
homogejteous mechanisms are defined now. 
Let F = (V, 2, P, S) be an EOL form. Let p be a df2-substitution on V 
and let F’ = (V’, .X’, P’, S’) be an EOL system such that 
(i) S’ E g(S) and 
(ii) P’ C p(P). 
(1) F’ is called a homogeneous pure interpretation of F (module p), &!bbreviated as
F’ QbP F(p) if for every cy E V3 either &f) = V’\C’ or p (a) c C’. 
(2) F’ is called a homogeneous terminal invariant interpretafiolz. of r” (modulo p), 
abbreviated as F” qhti F(p) if for every ar c 2, P(Q) s C’ and for every ar E V\C, 
either p (cu) c V’\2? or p (CU) EC’. 
(3) F’ is called a homogeneous nonterminal invariant interpretation (P! F (modulo 
p), abbreviated as F’ *ailnti F(p) if for every cy c V\X, p(a) G V’\2? a?d for every 
Q E Z, either p (cy )c V’\X’ or p. (a) c 2’. 
Homogenous interpretations yield language familes very clot io the language 
families obtained by ordinary interpretations in the sense expressed by the following 
result. 
Let F be an EOL form. For every x E {hp, hti, hnti} there exists a finite set 
SZ!Yx of IX% firms such that iii?,(F) = GHEzx 2’(H). 
.LetF=(V,Z,PJ). Let 
zh, = {( v, vl, p, s) 1 v? s v\(s)), 
Rhti = {( K VI, P, S) 12 C VI G V\(S)) 
and 
en for every x E {h 
ence 233 = UHE 
ti} the eqluality ‘3&(F) = UHE zX $3” (H) clearly holds. 
e rest af t 
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ction we provide grammatical characteriziotions of la 
-, ti- or n&interpretations of EOL forms. That is, for each x in {p., ti, nti} 
we provide a subclass Yx of the class of EOL forms such that ZZ*( Y,) = 58: (EOL). 
The following grammatical charact&erization f p-interpretations is provided in [4]. 
Let F = (V, 2, P, S) be an EOL form. SPLIT(F) is defined by 
2, p, S), where 
(i) v= VU{~)~E V}, Vn{ol’]rr~ V}=0and,f=Zu{diIclrE V\_X), 
(ii) ~=~(P)with~(~)={~,~}foralla~K 
eore . Let F be an I3OL form. Then 2&(F) = %(SPLIT(F)) = (Z&(SPLIT(F)) 
and consequently 2&,(F) = 9(SPLIT(F)) = .5&(SPLIT(F)). 
We proceed now to the grammatical characterization of ti-interpretations. 
nition 3.2. Let F = (V, E, P, S) be an EOL form. The nonterminal shadowed 
version of F, denoted by NTS(F), is defined by NTS(F) = (v, 2, i”, S), where 
(i) e=Vu{t,I~#\iX), Vn{t,laE V\X}=0ands=2k{t,laE V/Z}, 
(ii) p = p(P) with p the finite substitutjon defined as follows. For cy E V\2, g(a) = 
{a, ta) and for QI! EC, p (CT) = {a}. 
eorem 3.2. Let F be an EOL form. Then %ti(F) = %(NTS(F)) anct consequently 
Z’ti(F) = c%‘(NTS(~‘)). 
roof. Let F = ( V$ .Z, P, S). Xc!k *hst FG’S(F) a,i F. Since the composition of a ___. 
t&interpretation a.nd an interpretation is m ti-,._ interpretation %!J(NT’S(F) G %ti(F). 
Let F’ = (V’, 27, P’, S’) Q,i F(g). We split p into two disjoint cempor;lents pnt am1 
pt. l?or all Q! E V, 
(i) p&a) = p (c > n (V’\Z’) and 
(ii) am = p ((x) n 2’. 
Define now fi on NTS(F) = (v, 2, r’, S) by 
(i) lFor cy E V\X, &LY) = p&x) and fi(ta) = tit(a), and 
(ii) for LY G 2, fi(a) = gt(a). 
Clearly P’ E fi (P) and therefore F’ Q NTSl[F) (p), which yields the desired .resuk. 
Let F be an EOL fcrm. Then %ti(r\rTS(F))= %(N 
consequently &ti(NTS(F)) = Z(NTS(F)). 
rpretation is also a C-interpretation %(NTS 
is a tkinterpretation of F, Theore 
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Finally, for nti-interpretations we get the following grammatical characterization. 
.3. Let F = ( V, C, F, S) be an EOL form. The terminal shadowed version 
denoted by TS(F), is defined (F) = (c 2, p, §I, p here 
(i) V= Vu{A~lafQ]with V Ia EJ2=8, 
(ii) P = p (Pj with ti the finite substitution defined as follo (4s. For Q! E 
V\C, ~(a) = {cu} and for Q! E Z5, &cw) = {a, N,}. 
ewe Let F be an EOL form. Then %nti(F) = %?(TS(F)) Z= %n:i(TS(F)) and 
consequently k,,t,(F) = s(TS(F)) = snti(TS(F))* 
roof. Analogous to the proofs of Theorem 3.2 and 3.3. 
The interrelationship between our characterizations of p-, ti- 2nd nti-inter- 
pretations is given by the following result. 
?x=ore 3. let F be an EOL form. Then C!&,(F) = gn,i(NTS(*‘)) = %ti(TS(F)) = 
??(SPLIT(F)) and coflsequently 2,,(F) = A?nti(NTS(F)) = ZZti(TS(F)) = Z(SPLIT(F)). 
We have shown above that split, nonterminal shadowed and terminal shadowed 
EOL syste:ms constitute a grammatkal normal form for tire classes 
9: (EOL), & (E.OL) and J$fti (EOL) respectively. I-Ience it is natural to asK whether or 
not those subclasses of the class of EOL systems form also a normal form on the 
language level. We will investigate this problem now. It turns OUY that the terminal 
shadowed EOL systems constitute a normal form oil language level whi1’ t pure and 
nonterminal shadowed EOL systems do not. 
. Let G be an: EOL system. TVzen L(G) = L(TS(G)). 
a Let G be ar;? EOL system. Then L(NTS(G)) = L(SPLIT(G)). 
osf. Obvious. 
There exisr’s an 
G, K Z L(NT&G)) 
EOL language K such that for every EOL system 
and 
. Consider the = {a”} u (a’” 1 n 3 0). That K # L(NTS(G)) for 
every EOL system G Is proved by contradiction as follows. 
). Let a-,x be a 
nonterminal in x by 
There are two cases 
(i) y = a ; then 
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its shadow) such that a + y belongs to P. Then a3 +NTS(C) y3. 
yossible. 
must be a context free language; a contradictron. 
r 
, 
(ii) y = A. Then from (i) we can assume that a --p A is tht only a-production of I? 
Then for sufficient large n, in the derivation of a*” there must occur a nonempty word 
w such that its ‘ter ’ al shadow’ does not belong to a+. Hence L(NTS(G)) # 
contradiction. Thus # L.(NTS(G)). The second part of the theorem follows 
from Theorem 3.7. 
ia 
In this section we establish precise relationships betweems the quadratic families 
that we have considered above. To get the diagram of relationships between those 
families, in addition to the results that we have obtained so far we need also the 
following results. 
Lemma 4.1. Let K1 = (a’} u {a*” 1 n 2 1). For every OL language &, if K1 c K2, then 
w~2)\(wm u K4 11) # 0. 
Proof. Let Kz = L(G) and G be a OL system such that Kr c I&. We consider several 
cases separately and in each case we show an existence of an element I in 
LS(K2)\(LS(JG) u {O, m 
(1) There exists a positive integer t such that a =&x for some x with ix] > 1 l
Then a’+& x3, thus for I = Ix31 we are through. 
(2) There exists a positive integer t such that a +& x for some x with 1x1== 1 and 
a =&A. Then a8 a& x5 and we can set I = 5. 
(3) Neither (1) nor (2) is the case. 
(i) Notice that l there exists a constant k such that whenever 
D:w-*‘~x~+x~+~‘.‘+Gx~ =a “” is a derivatiou A G for some m 2 0, then 
there exist positive integers i and j, i <j C k such that alph Xi = alph x,. 
(ii) Let r = ma&r(G) and p an integer such that 2’-’ P ?. Consider now a minimal 
derivation D1 of a2P. Let i andj be as in (i). Let p E alph xi be such that there exist an 
occurrence of p in xi, /31 say, and an occurr.:nce of 13 in xi, /32 say, with IctrDISXI P / > 
IctrD, Xg &I; clearly such a p exists othe:*wise D1 czr.not be minims! Denote t 
a, = CfrD, ,xi p1 al;d cp, = ctr&, pz l 
(iii) Replace the subtree rooted at 0 1 by a subtree of height (k - i), the initial 
of which equals the subtree rooted at &. Then we get a word w. 
We have to consider two cases. 
(iil.1) If a +gi x implies Ixl= 1, then Iwl = 2’- ]csJ + IcJ. 
plies Ix I = 0, then 
2 ve 2p-‘<IwI<2p. 
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3 2’zti (EOL)\%$ (EOL) Z 0. 
Let F be the following EOL form: 
-*A2,A+a, a+ 
Notice that L(F) = {a’} v (a2” 1 n 3 1). 
The fact that 2&(F) & .5?: (EOL) is proved by contradiction as follows Assume that 
Z”ti(F) = ZZti!P) for an EOL form I? Then there exists a =(v,Wz9 
= L(F9. Let I7 = (V v {S,, V, F, S), and k= 
sP x}. Clearly p;i Q,, R 
The OL system G = (V u {sly p, 3) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.1; thus 
there exists an I e LS(L(G))\(LS(L(F)) u (0, 1)). 
Consequently L@) contains a word w with Iwl= I which contradicts the fact that 
. let F be an EOL form with L(F) sf 0. Then Tnti(F) ccantairzs a singleton 
ianpuage. 
. Let w E L(F). Obviously an interpretation F’ of F can be found such that 
L(F’) = {w}. 
Le . 9: (EOL)\5?zti (EOLj # 0. 
roof. Let F be *be EOL form determined by the productions S --+ a, a + b, b + 
N W + IV. Since each L E A?ti(F’) contains at least two different nonempty words, 
Lemma 4.3 implie:; that .Zti(F) & Z’i,i (EOL). 
Now we can prove the main result of this section. 
.I. The following diagram holds : 
EOL) 
cYfi(EOL) 
EOL) 
irected chain of ed in the diagram leading from a class to a 
; otherwise X and re incomparable but not disjoint. 
Inchtsions follo 3.5 ; str ict inclusions 
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e above result in the proper perspective we will consider now the 
relationship between or inary, pure, terminal invariant and nonterminal invariant 
lies generated by the same, but arbitrary, EOL form. Dir- !1;- f 
those language families we get that .9(F) t,A!$,i(F) GA?,, 
) hJd for an arbitrary EOL form F. We also g< t the following 
result. 
. (i) There exists an EOL form C such that 
S(G) = S&(G) = gnti,lG) = zp(G)* 
(ii) pY7rere exists an EOL form H such that 
(ii. 1) s(H) s zwi(H) s sp(Hk 
(ii.2) be(H) s ZZti(H) :; &(H), and 
(ii.3) 5?ti(H) and Znti(k?) are incomparabie. 
roof. (i) Let F be an arbitrary EOL fornr and G = SPLIT(F). Obviously s,(G) = 
9nti( 6) = 9ti( G) = 9( 6). 
(ii) L,et H be the EOL form, where 
Observe that (a) E &?nei(H)\ZZti(H) an * (c2" 1 TV 2 I} E LZti(H)\L?“,i(H), thus (ii) holds. 
The investigation of the role of erasing in the theory of EOL forms is by now a 
traditional topic (see, e.g. [l, 4, and 61). It is known for example that: 
a 5.1. .Z*(EPOL) 5 Z2(EOL) and 92 (EPOL) $9; (EOL). 
Thus,, to understand better similarities and differences between all four kinds of 
interpreitations that we consider, it is quite natural to investigate the role of erasing in 
ti- and m&interpretations. We start by a characterization of A?$(EPOL). 
For every EPOL form F there exkts a synchronized EPOL form F such 
(1) Let F = (V, 2, P, S) be an EPOL form. Let 2 = i6 IQ! E Z} and VN = 
cr~V},wheresnV~~=Band Vn($uVN)=O. 
omomorghisms h ows: hl: V*+( 
= 6% for CI! E V”, by h2(a)= 
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Finally let F = (v, X, p, S), where e = V u 2 u VN and 
~=rz,(P)uh*(P)u(hn4a)-3x~a +lJx}u{Ly+h*(x)I(Y +rx}. 
bserve that P is a synchronised EPOL form and moreover E(P) = LI F). 
(2) Clearly p +,i F(p), where I = {a, N,) for QI E V\Z and p h ; = {tx, du, Na} 
for cy E 2; thus Z?“ti(F) c Zati(1’). Since obviously A?(P) G Z’n,i(F), &‘,A’) c 9&F) 
holds. 
(3) To prove the converse inclusion, let F’ = ( V’, X’, P’, S’) Q,ti F ( p). Based on 
F’ we construct now h “1, hi and E’ as in (1). Obviously p5 (F’) = L (F”). NIoreover 
P’ (=1 F(p), where fi is defined as follows. For QI E V\E, F(a) = p&x), for ar E 
Z,F(a)=p(~s)nZ and $(hl(a))=h&&t)n.E’)u(p(a)n(V’\X’)), and for ark 
VT @(hz(a)) = hi(p(G)). This yilelds iZn,i(F) sJZ(F). 
(l)-(3) yield the de:;ired result. 
2. Let F be a synchronized EOL form. Then 2 (F) = cYn,i(F)* 
roof. That 2(F) E .Z’nti(F) follows from the definitions. 
To prove the converse inclusion let F’ = (V’, X’, P’, S’) *nti F = (V, 2, P, S)(p). 
Define 6;“’ = (V’, p(Z), P’, S’). Clearly F” Q F (g ) and L(P) n .Y* = L (F’). Since F 
is synchronized, Z(F) is closed under intersection with regular sets (See ,7]) and so 
L (F’) c A?(F). This concludes the proof of Li?nti(F) c A?(F). 
Hence the lemma holds. 
5.P. Zzti (EPOL) = JZ”(sEPOL) = Z*(sEOL). 
roof. Lemma 5.2. imblies that Ziti (EPOL) E sP*(sEPOL) and Lemma 5.3. applied to 
EPOL forms yields 9%EPOL) or .&ti (EPOL). 
The equality A?*(sEPOL) = Z2(sEOL) is a result from [SJ. 
We think that the above theorem is quite significant. There is quite a lot of research 
done on the theory of synchroni:zed EOL forms. However their ‘entry’ into the theory 
of rL forms was quite accidental and ‘negative’. It was observed in [S] that 
&?*(sEOL) 5 Z’*(EOL) holds. This compared with the well-known fact that p(sEOL) = 
.Z(EOL) sheds ome light on the different behaviour of E9L systems used to generate 
languages and EOL systems (forms) used to generate language families. But, in a 
sense, the result Y*(sEOL) 5 JZ2(EOL) indicates also that sEOL systems, while quite 
special in the theory of EOL languages, may be quite accidental in the theory of EOL 
language f amilie? . owever, Theorem 5.1 says that it is not so. Considering 
qti-interpretations ( tlhe context of ordinary, pure or ti-interpretations) is a very 
natural and fundament: g to do in building up the systematic theory of EOL 
forms. Theorem S. 1 sa. 
terization of A?zti (EP9L 
s constitute the grammatical charac- 
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forms. In this way Theorem 5.1 motivates (retrospectively) the researc 
forms. 
s al simple corollary of Lemma 5.3 we get the following useful result. 
. Let F be a synchronized EOL form. Then Z”,i(F) is closed under 
intersections with regular sets. 
. Lemma 5.3 implies Z’n,i(F) = Z(F). Then the fact that .2?(F) is closed under 
intersections wi:h regular sets (see [7]) yields the corollary. 
Also using our results concerning sEOL forms and p-, ti- and nti-interpretations of 
EOL forms we can prove the following result which solves an open problem from [4]. 
There exists a synchronized EOL form F such that P(F) & 2: (EOL). 
roof. Take 
obviously F is synchronized. Yn providing Lemma 4.2 we have proved that 
Znti(F) &J&(EOL). Thus by Theorem 4.1 we have JZnti(F) gZi(EOL). But by 
Lemma §.3,6P,,i(F) =2(F) and so .Z(Fj&S?~(EOL). 
We demonstrate now that the propagating restriction is a real restriction on the 
generating power of EOL forms under nti-interpretations. 
=YEli (EOL)\&ti (EPOL) f 0. 
roof. Let 
be an EOL form. 
-We first prove (by contradictionj that 2’“,;(F) is not closed under intersection with 
regular sets. 
Assume that 22?n,i(F) is closed under irnersection with regular sets. Then there 
exists an F’ d,ti F(p) such that L (F’) = L (F) I? a3(b2)’ = a3(b’)‘. Observe that 
a E p(a) and b E p(bj (b E p(a) would imply #b x s 3 for all ,: G L(F’), a contradic- 
tion. Since alph L(F) = {a, b} we conclude b E p(b). Then a E ,u (6) would imply 
p (a) 17 (a, 5) = 0 and thus L (F’) contains only words of even length, a contradiction\. 
Consider a derivation tree T’ of rlE 3( b2)” in F’, where n > # p ( 
derivation tree resulti from T’ by replacing every node label cy’ by ~%C). T has 
then the structure as wn in Fig. 1. 
Consider the path rting at S and containing all nodes labelled 
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I\ 
A 5 
I ‘\ 
A ‘\ 
I ‘Y 
B 
I 
I I \ 
I 
\ 
. 
I 
A 
A 
aaa 
I ‘. \ . 
5 b bb bb 
n groups b” 
Fig. 1 
Now there must exist 1 s i <j G n such that B(‘) = B‘“. Then replace in T’ the 
subtree rooted at B”’ by the subtree rooted at I?(“. 
Since the only Q- and b-productions in F’ are erasing productiom,, the above 
construction yields a word w E .!_+ (F’) of even length, a contradiction. Fig. 2 illustrates 
the situation. 
a”( b’)” 
S 
Fig. 2 
are now rda is is proved by 
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OL). Then Theorem 5.1 implies 5?n,i(.F) = 
sF,OL form I$ Then Lemma 5.3 yields A?,,ti( 
j (thus ZZnti(F)) closed under intersection with r 
Also in the case of ti-inter retations the propagating restriction is a real restriction 
on the generating power of EOL forms. 
. Li?fi (EOL)\A$ (EPOL) ic 0. 
Let F:S+aba, a+cd, b+A, c+N, d+lV, N+N be an EOLform. Notice 
that every K E.&(F) contains a word of length three and a word of length 
four. . . ($). 
‘The fact that 2ti(F) E 9: (EPOL) is proved by contradiction as follows. Assume 
that J?ti(F’) = 5?ti(F’) for an EPOL form I? Then there exists an F’ Q,i P such that 
4, (1s’) = L(F) = {ab,a, cdcd]. Since P’ is propagating ($) implies aba +$ cdcd (see, 
e*g., [S, Lemma 2.‘3]); then, however, L (p’) contains words not in {arba, cdcd), a 
contraldiction. 
The forms used in the proofs of Lemma 4.2 and 4.4 are propagating. Hence we 
have in fact the following result. 
Lemma 5.6. &,i (E:POL)\JZz (EOL) f (b and 22 (EPOL)\9$i (EOL) # 8. 
roof, Follows from the proofs of Lemma 4.2. and 4.4. 
The! following Theorem summarizes the relationship between the various quadra- 
tic families in the case of EPOL forms. 
5.3. The following diagram holds: 
cS?z,i (EPOL) = 2?*(~ EPOL) = Z’“(sEOL) 55’; (EPOL) 
where if there is a directed chai in the diagram leading from Q class to a 
; otherwise ‘are incc nparable but not disjoint. 
Inclusions are proved as in the EOL case; strict inclusions follo 
e relation to synchronized EOL forms was proved in 
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An important notion in comparing various kinds of interpretations with the 
ordinary interpretations is that of a stability of an OL form. Roughly speaking an 
EOL form F is stable (with respect o a given class of interpretations x I if it does not 
mstter for (the language or grammar family of) F, whether one consid 3~ the class of 
ordinary interpretations of F or the class x of interpretations of F. 
investigating stability of EOL forms sheds light on similarities alld differences 
between the class x and the class of ordinary interpretations. 
inds of interpretations that we consider in thi.% paper we have the 
following definition. 
io Let F be an EOL form and x E {p, ti, nti}. F is called sti;mgx-stable if 
S”(F) = 3(F) krd F is called x-stable if 2ZX (F) = dip(F). 
Examples of strong x-stable forms were already given above. For every EOL form 
FS SPLIT(F) is strong p-stable, NTS(F) is strong &stable ani3 T’S(F) is strong 
nti-stable. Clearly strong x-stable forms are also x-stable. That tke converse does not 
necessary hold is shown by the following result which solves an open problem from 
[4], where the study of stability of EOL forms under pure interpretations was initiated 
(and this open prc31em stated for pure interpretations). 
eorem -1. There exists an 
x-stable 5ut not strong x-stable. 
EOL form F mch that for every x E {p, ti, nti}, F is 
oo&.LetF:S-,a,rt-,N,a~b,b-*N,1Y-,N. 
Notice that .2$(F) = 2En,i(F) = Zti(F) = Z(F), thus F is x-stable for b: E {p, ti, nti}. 
That F is not strong x-stable is seen as follows: 
(i) Let Fl : S-+ a, a + 6,6 + 6; F’l E %fi(F)\%(F) and F1 E 3,,(Fj\%(F), 
(ii) Let Fz : S + A, A + b, b + IV, N + N; Fa E %nti(F)\$(F). 
Another open problem stated1 in [4] is the existence of strong p-stable EC& forms 
which do not equal SIX T(G) for some G. The following result solves this problem. 
It even shows the el;istence of strong nti-stable (strong ti-stable) forms different from 
TS(G) (PUS(G) respectively) for all EOL forms G. 
* Let x E {p, ti, nti). There exissrs an EOL form F such that 
is strong x-stable for every x, and 
(ii) for every EOL form ‘Z SPLIT(G), F # NH’S(G) and F f TS(G). 
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); therefore Theorem 3.1 implies 3( 
F’ qy 1’3 Q F, th e a b ove observation leads to the following relation: 
This implies g(F) = +!&(F) = %ti(F) = 9&,(F). 
(ii) That F does not equal SPLIT( 6) for some EOL form 6 is a consequence of the 
f’ollowing observations. F has more terminals than nonterminals and for any EOL 
form G, SPLIT(G) counts as many terminals than nonterminals. Since F has three 
terminals and only two nonterminals, not every terminal can have a ‘nonterminal 
shadow’, thus F cannot equal TS(G) for some G. That F differs from NTS(E) far all 
G is al consequence of the fact that F contains no production a -* p where cy z p and 
cy3 p are both terminals, thus there is no ‘terminal shadow’ for S + 9’. 
osdness 
The notion of the goodness of an EOL form (under a given kind Iof interpretation) is 
one of the central notions of the theory of ED& forms. The existence of good and bad 
EOL forms (and characterizations of them) provide a valuable information about the 
kind of interpretation considered. 
efirrition %l. Let F be an EOL form and let x denote either p, ti, nti or the empty 
word. 
F is called x-good if whenever H is an EOL form and 2FX( H) c_ Z”(F), then there 
exists an F’ Q, F with Z&(H) = 2’JF’). 
If F is not x-good, then F is called x-b&‘. 
We start by considering ti-interpretations. 
7.1. Let F = ( V, E, P, S) be an EPOL form such t;rat D : S = 
x()*x1=3”‘*x& =x, k&l, IxiBmaxr(F) and xi&2C* for O<i<:k-. 7%en Fis 
ti-bad. 
root. Let F and x be as in the statement of the theorem. 
Construct p = (v, z9 p, s), where 
(i! ii- Vu{s>u{t,/ ac V\2$ Vn{t,Ie V\2}=f&Sa Vu{t&c V\X) an 
~=&J{tJa,E V\X}, 
(ii) Let ~_t be the finite substitution detfined by ,U (a) = {cu, tQ} if a, E 
coding defined by g(a) = {ta} if cx E 
u{&+g(x)}. 
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Ubrriously A?ti(F) c A?ti(F) and every language of Afti contains only words of 
length greater than maxr(F). 
since for each F’ ati rT, A?ti(F’) contains languages which contain WOAS whose 
lengths are at most maxr(P;), F cannot be ti-good. Thus the theore 
For nti-interpretations and t eir relationship to ti-interpretation ; we have the 
following results. 
eo * Let m” be ara EOL form such that L(F) is finite. Then 
Sn,i(F) = {K 1 K c p (L(F)), /-c d&substitution}. 
That 5?“ti(F) c {M 1 K c p (L(F)), G @-substitution} follows from the 
To see that the converse inclusion also herds, let )) where p is a 
djkubstitution. 
For every w E K one can easily construct FL = (VW, C,, Pbv, S) Q,,i F such that 
Id (FL) = {w}, S does not occur on the right-hand side of any production, and 
CX =+;A X, where cy E C, implies x E (V,\&)*. Moreover, for each pair (wl, wz), w1 # 
w2 let 
( V,,\(~w, u Viii A ( K,\Gw, u {s))) = 0. 
Finally let 
F’=( u K’7 u Xv, u KY s)* 
WEK WEK WEK 
Obviously F’ Q,,i F and L (F’) = K. 
This concludes the proof of the converse inclusion and so the resuit holds. 
. Let F be an EOL, form such that L (F) is finite. Then F is nti-good. 
. Let A?“,i(H) E A?n,i(F). The above theorem yields 
j={KpcEp(L( )), ,u dfl-substitution}. 
Since L (PI) E Znfi(F), there exists an F’ d,ai F with L (F’) = L(N). Qbviously 
znti(F’) = zn,i(H) 0 
ither p, ti, nti or the empty word and x # y. We now give various 
dicate the relationship between x-goodness and y-goodness of 
To prove or disprove the x-goodness of a:,1 ECL for&r, we will use the above 
s as well as the 
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(i) ~lfF is synchronized, then F is bad. 
(ii) If F is propagating and :SF(F) is an I’nfinite set, hm F is p-bad. 
a F : S + a, a + a. F was already proved to be good and p-good [ 
Corollary 7.1 implies that F is nti-good. 
F to be also ti-good. 
) s Lift@). Theorem 3.2 implies 5?ti(H) = s(NTS(H)). Since F is 
good, there exists an F’ = ( V, X’, P’, S’) Q 1r (and thus F’ Q,i F) with 9 (F’) = 
Z(NTS(H)). 
Observe that, eventually after reducing /c’, S’ is the only nonterminal ocurring in 
P’ and moreover S’ occurs only on the left-hand side cf one production in P’. 
Obviously ZZ(@‘) = &(F’). 
Thus Zti(H) = bp,i(F’), concluding the proof that F is ti-good. 
F : S + S§, S + S, S + a, a + Pq, X + lV. F is synchronized, propagating 
and 9(F) = ZZ(EOL). Applying Theorems 7.1 and 7.3 we get that P is bad, ti-bad and 
pm bad. 
Notice that for every F’ Q 6 F’ is synchronized and thus by Corollary 5.1, cYnti(F’) 
is closed under intersections with regular sets. Lemma 5.4 shows the existence of an 
EOL form G, where Znti(G) is not closed under intersection with regular sets. 
Obviously P”ti(G) # 6e,,i(F’) for every F’ Q”,i F. Thus F is nti-bad. 
Examtple 7.3. F: S + a, a + a, S + A, A + AA. In taking nti- or ordinary inter- 
pretations the productions S -.b A and A -, AA are not important, 
Example 7.1 yields F good and nti-good. Theorems 7.1 and 7.3 imply that F is 
ti-bad and p-bad. 
6; : S + a, a ++ N, lV + N. Obviously F is bad (Thlleorem 7.3) and nti- 
good (Corollary 7.1). In [S] it was proved that if L?(H) c L?(F):,, then there exists a.n 
integer k greater or equal one such that 
Since terminal invariant EOJl, families are ordinary EOL iiuliiiics, to prove ti- 
goodness it sutfices to show Ithat each of the families in ($) can be realized as a 
terminal invariant family of an F’ Qti F. 
If Yc = 1, let F’ = E If k > 1, let F’ : S + al, a1 + a2, . . . , ak-I + ak., ak + ak. Thus F 
is ti-good. 
Finally observe that if 8 # .9,,(G) c 5?‘,(F), then &,(G) = 5$(F); thus F is p-good. 
. F : S + A, A + A., G : S + a, a -, A. F and G are both n&good (Corol- 
eir p-goodness can be proved analogously. 
: S + a, a + b, b + A, Obviously Zti(H) c 5?ti(F) and =Z,i( 
‘) for all 17’ a,i F, and LZt:(H) # LZti(G’) for all G’ 
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l?urther F is good and G is bad (proof as for ti-badness). 
6 F:S+a,a+NN.N+Ej. Ob usly F is bad rem 7.3) and 
orollary 7. I). Let Id : S + a, a --) N + AL Clearly I 2&,(F) and 
Observe that for every F’ aP F(F’ a,i F ES 
timely) contains languages with words of length t 
F’ dP F and Pti(H) # A!?ti(F’) for every F’ Q,i 
Two very important notions of the theory of EOL forms are completeness and 
vompleteness of an EOL form. They are very natural in the study of normal form 
theorems on the language level, one of the topics that really originated the theory of 
i. forms. In this section we study this aspect of the theory for the kinds of 
interpretations that we consider in this paper. However, before \ve move directly to 
the study of completeness and vompleteness we need some technical results 
concerning possible reductions of EOL. ftxms. 
For every EOL form F = (K 2, P, S) there exists a languag.. K in ofe,i(F) 
such that K’ contains a :vord x with minr(F) s 1x1 s maxr(F). Moveover, if SF(F) # 
(S, A), then x can be taken nonempty. 
. The result folhxs immediately from the definitions. 
It was proved in [4] that every pure language family contains a singleton language 
and we proved that for every F with L (F) # 8, A?n,i(F) contains a singleton language. 
owever, this is not the case for terminal invariant language families, In fact the 
following example shows that Lemma 8.1 cannot be strengthened anymore. 
F : S + a, a + 6, b =+ 6. Lemma 8.1 implies that we can isolate a K E 
A?ti(F) which contains a word of length one. (a. b} is such a language. Obviously 
Sti(F) contains no singleton languages. 
It can easily be seen that the constructions used in [5] to construct a short and 
binary EOL form, form equivalent to a given EOL form (under ordinary inter- 
, still hold in the case of nonterminal invariant interpretations. Therefore 
e following theorem, the proof of which is left to the reader 
a binary be construe ted such that 
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e For every n 2 1 there exists an EOL form Fsuch that for every EO 
G with maxr(Gj < n, Z,,(F) # 5$,(G). 
For every n 2 1 there exists an EOL form Fsuch that for eoery EOL ~OZFFI 
G with maxriG) < n, =Z’ti(F) # zti(G)* 
. Let n 2 1. Consider the EOL form F, : S + Sn. If II = 1, the theorem becoixles 
rice, let n => 1. 
ve that if G is an EOL form with maxr(G) c n, then Z;i(G) # Z’ti(Fn). This is 
proved by a contradiction as follows. 
Assume that .&(F,) =2&(G) for a G with maxr(G) c n. Let G = (V, 2, P, 
obviously SF(G) # {S, A}. Now the previous lemma implies that K E Zti(G’ for a 
containing a nonempty word x9 where minr( G) s Ix 16 maxr(G). This however, 
contradicts the fact that all languages of Sti(Fn) contain only nr,nempty words of 
lengths greater than n. 
Formally completeness and vompleteness for EOL forms under interpretations 
that ‘we consider are defined as follows. 
.‘I. Let F be an EOL form and let x denote either p, ti, nti or the empty 
wordi. F is called x-complete if J&(F) = .Z’(EOL) and F is called x-vomp!,ote if F is 
x-complete and x-gosd. 
The following lemma provides us an alternative definition of x-vompleteness using 
quadratic EOL families. 
3. Let F be an EOL form and let x denote either p, ti, nti or the empty word. 
Then F is x-vomplete if and only if 9: (F) = 9: (EOL). 
roof. (i) Let F be x-vomplete and let H be an EOL form. Since SX(F) = P(EOL), 
dp, (Ii) c S,(F) holds. The fact that F is x-good implies the existence of an F’ Q, F 
such that .9$(H) = 5$(F). Thus for every EOL form H, ZX (H) E 2’: (F) which irnplies 
2: (EOL) C_ 9: (F). Cbviously 95 (F) G 2’: (EOL) halds and thus 2: (F) - 9: (EOL). 
(ii:) Let S:(F) = 5?t(EOL). Thus {2&(F’) 1 F’ 4, F} := (Y:(H) 1 H EOL form}. 
The completeness and goodness of F fo!low immediately from this last equation 
. (9 p-vomplete EOL forms exist. 
(ii) No ti-vomplete EOL forms exist. 
(iii) Let x denote either ti, nti, p or the empty word and let 
,%-+A,S-+a,a+S, 
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be EOL forms. A cl and Fz are x-complete for every x, moreover Fl is vomplete and 
nti-oomplete. 
Fz is x-bad for every x, thus F2 is x-complete but not x-vomplete. 
. (i). See [4]. 
(ii)\ This is an immediate corollary of Theorem 8.3. 
(iii) Let i E {1,2). That &?(FJ = Z(EOL) is sub from [S]. Lemn!a 2.2. implies 
the x-completeness in the other cases. Further is good (see [6]). Ths: nti-goodness 
of Fa follows from lfheorem 8.1. 
For 4;; see Example 7.2. 
The authors are very much indebted to the referee for vesy dz ailed’ and valuable 
comments regarding the first version of this paper. Based on those comments we 
have produced the present version of the paper and we hope that it is well : zadable 
~10~~ J” the reader agrees, a credit for it goes also to the referee. 
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